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Abstract

NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) is developing a low-volume, low-mass, robotic free-
flying camera known as Mini-AERCam (Autonomous Extra-vehicular Robotic Camera)
to assist the International Space Station (ISS) operations. Mini-AERCam is designed to
provide astronauts and ground control real-time video for camera views of ISS. The
system will assist ISS crewmembers and ground personnel to monitor ongoing operations
and perform visual inspections of exterior ISS components without requiring
extravehicular activity (EAV).

Mini-AERCam consists of a great number of subsystems. Many institutions and
companies have been involved in the R&D for this project. A Mini-AERCam ground
control system has been studied at Texas A&M University [3]. The path planning and
control algorithms that direct the motions of Mini-AERCam have been developed
through the joint effort of Carnegie Mellon University and the Texas Robotics and
Automation Center [5]. NASA JSC has designed a layered control architecture that
integrates all functions of Mini-AERCam [8]. The research described in this report is part
of a larger effort focused on the communication and tracking subsystem that is designed
to perform three major tasks:

1. To transmit commands from ISS to Mini-AERCam for control of robotic camera

motions (downlink);

2. To transmit real-time video from Mini-AERCam to ISS for inspections (uplink);

3. To track the position of Mini-AERCam for precise motion control.

The ISS propagation environment is unique due to the nature of the ISS structure and
multiple RF interference sources [9]. The ISS is composed of various truss segments,
solar panels, thermal radiator panels, and modules for laboratories and crew
accommodations. A tracking system supplemental to GPS is desirable both to improve
accuracy and to eliminate the structural blockage due to the close proximity of the ISS
which could at times limit the number of GPS satellites accessible to the Mini-AERCam.

Ideally, the tracking system will be a passive component of the communication system
which will need to operate in a time-varying multipath environment created as the robot
camera moves over the ISS structure. In addition, due to many interference sources
located on the ISS, SSO, LEO satellites and ground-based transmitters, selecting a
frequency for the ISS and Mini-AERCam link which will coexist with all interferers
poses a major design challenge. To meet all of these challenges, ultrawideband (UWB)
radio technology is being studied for use in the Mini-AERCam communication and
tracking subsystem. The research described in this report is focused on design and
evaluation of passive tracking system algorithms based on UWB radio transmissions
from mini-AERCam.
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Introduction

UWB Technology

Ultrawideband radio, in particular impulse or carrier-free radio technology, is one
promising new technology for low-power communications and tracking systems. It has
been utilized for decades by the military and law enforcement agencies for fine-resolution
ranging, covert communications and ground-penetrating radar applications. In February
2002, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved the deployment of this
technology in the commercial sector under Part 15 of its regulations [6]. UWB
technology holds great potential to provide significant benefits in many applications such
as precise positioning, short-range multimedia services and high-speed mobile wireless
communications.

The DARPA study panel that coined the term ultrawideband in the 1990s defines it as a
system with a fractional bandwidth greater than 25%. The basic concept of current UWB
impulse radio technology is to transmit and receive an extremely short duration burst of
RF energy - typically a few tens of picoseconds to a few nanoseconds in duration.
Whereas conventional continuous-wave radio systems operate within a relatively narrow
bandwidth, UWB operates across a wide range of frequency spectrum (a few GHz) by
transmitting a series of low-power impulsive signals.

For the emerging technology of UWB radar and UWB wireless communications, the
transmitted signal can be regarded as a uniform train of UWB pulses represented as

+oo

s(t)= Z co(t-nTr),
_=--oo

where Tr is the pulse repetition interval, and co(t) is the pulse-shaping waveform which

is often a Gaussian monocycle. In the time domain, the Gaussian monocycle is
mathematically similar to the first derivative of Gaussian function. It has the form

co(t) = t-e-(t/_)2,
z

where z is regarded as the duration of the monocycle. Figure 1 shows an ideal monocycle
centered at 2 GHz in both the time and frequency domains [1].
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Figure 1. Gaussian monocycle in time and frequency domains

UWB impulse radio is characterized by several uniquely attractive features:

• Low-power, carrier-free, ultra-wide bandwidth signal transmissions

• Minimal interference on other RF systems due to extremely low power spectral
density

• Immunity to interference from narrow-band RF systems due to extremely large
bandwidth

• Immunity to multipath fading due to ample multipath diversity (RAKE receiver)

• Capable of precise positioning due to fine time resolution

• Capable of high data rate, multi-channel performance due to extremely large
bandwidth

• Low-complexity, low-power baseband transceivers without intermediate
frequency stage

Rapid technological advances have enabled the implementation of cost-effective UWB
radar, communication, and tracking systems. Furthermore, antenna-array beamforming
and space-time processing techniques promise further advancement in the capability of
UWB technology to achieve long-range coverage, high capacity, and interference-free
quality of reception [7].

Tracking Algorithm

To make Mini-AERCam coordinated maneuvers feasible, an accurate, robust, and self-
contained tracking system that is small, low power, and low cost is required. Compared
to GPS receivers, which can offer range resolution on the order of one meter, UWB radio
can achieve sub-centimeter range resolution much faster and with less effort [1]. The
experiment described in [2] demonstrates that UWB systems can provide range
measurements accurate to the centimeter level over distances of kilometers, using only
milliwatts of power from an omni-directional transceiver no bigger than a pager. In this
research effort, the tracking subsystem will be designed to provide the precise positioning
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required for Mini-AERCam motion control as a byproduct of the UWB video
communication system.

Many technologies have been applied to locating the source of radio signals, such as
angle of arrival (AOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA) and relative signal strength
(RSS). The extremely high fidelity of the UWB timing circuitry permits very precise
measurement of propagation times for transmitted signals. This fine time resolution
feature of UWB motivates us to apply a TDOA approach for tracking system design. We
will utilize the header of the video data packets as the pilot signal to implement a passive
tracking system in which the tracking rides on top of video communications [10].

Since electromagnetic waves travel with constant velocity in free space, the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver is directly proportional to the propagation time.
The TDOA approach determines the possible position of the transmitter by examining the
difference in time at which the same signal arrives at multiple receivers. Each TDOA
measurement determines a hyperboloid corresponding to the surface of constant range
difference between the two receivers. At least three receivers are needed for a 2-D
location estimate and four receivers for a 3-D location estimation. The intersection of the

hyperboloids corresponding to all the TDOA measurements provides the location of the
transmitter.

Suppose N receivers measure the time of arrival (TOA) of pilot signals from the
transmitter in a 2-D case. The TOA estimates of the signal from receiver i and j are
denoted t i and tj respectively. A range difference measurement rk can be calculated
from the TDOA measurement as follows:

rk = c(t i - tj) = di - d] = j_(x,y), (1)

where di and dj are the distances from the transmitter to receivers i and j, respectively,

and c is the propagation velocity of the signals, which is generally taken to be the speed
of light in free space. Since the positions of all the receivers are known, this equation is a
function fk(x,y) only of the unknown coordinate position of the transmitter (x,y).

In many cases, the transmitter location is determined by finding a least-squares solution
to a linearized version of Equation (1). The linearization is given by

fk(x,Y)= fk(xO,YO)+ _x (X- Xo)+_(Y-Yo),

where th e partial derivatives are evaluated at the a priori estimate for the transmitter
position (xo,Yo). This estimate is normally a previous solution for the transmitter

position. The linearized version of Equation (1) can then be expressed as a matrix
equation of the form Apt = b, where
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_fl _fl

E :x0 l[ 1A= M M pr= Yo)J b= M .
OfK OfK rI<:- fK(xO,YO)

OxOy

The least squares solution to this matrix equation is the estimated position of the
transmitter, which is given by

\,

.... fiT = (ATA) -IATb •

The variance of the position estimate is related to the variance of the time estimate.
Tracking requires that the direct path portion of the UWB signal be located and its arrival
time inserted into the tracking algorithm. Hence, the accuracy of the TDOA estimates is
very critical for position tracking. The conventional approach to estimating TDOA is to
compute the cross-correlation of an identical transmitted signal arriving at different
receivers. The TDOA estimate for each pair of receivers is given by the delay that
maximizes the cross-correlation fimction. To complete the tracking algorithm, the
sequence of position estimates is passed to a Kalman filter to update the current estimate
of position.

Discussion of Results

The results of the research completed by the PI during the 2004 NASA Faculty
Fellowship Program are discussed in the remainder of this report. The discussion is
divided into two sections. The first presents a careful analysis of the statistical properties
of a particular TDOA localization algorithm currently identified for use in the mini-
AERCam communication and tracking subsystem. The second presents a proposed
modification to this algorithm that should improve the localization accuracy.

Analysis of Current Algorithm

The TDOA localization algorithm currently proposed for use in the mini-AERCam
communication and tracking subsystem was developed and analyzed by Chan and Ho in
[4]. The statistical properties of the algorithm are analyzed to some extent in [4], and
while the analysis presented there is essentially correct, it is also sketchy and incomplete,
making a thorough performance evaluation of the algorithm problematic. To correct this
deficiency, the PI performed a careful and complete analysis of the statistical properties
of this algorithm in two dimensions. The results of that analysis are discussed in this
section.

Assume that there is one transmitter located at an unknown location (xo,Yo) in two-
dimensional space and M + 1 receivers located at positions

_(O,O),(xi,Yi],(x2,y2),K,(xM,Y_t]_, which are assumed to be known precisely.t-. _, ,,., _,., -_ +#y
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that measurements of the relative time delays {dl,d2,K ,d M } betweenFurther, assume

the arrival of the transmitted signal at receiver (0,0) and each of the other locations

(xl,Yl),K ,(xM,Y M) are available. If the propagation velocity of the signals is given by

the constant c, then it can be shown that the following system of linear equations is
satisfied:

Gou o = h0, (2)

where,

r0= _/-_+y2 ' Y2 cd2 I 2.2 2 2
M M ' h° = c a 2 - x 2 - Y2

no=

Lr°J LXM YM cdM ,c2d_t-x2-y_

If the time delay measurements are not precisely correct, we have instead the system

GlU 0 = h 1 - (All 1 - AGlUo), (3)

where

0m 0 C81 ] C282+ 2c2d181

0 0 C82 / C282 +2c2d282

G 1 = G O+ AG1, h 1= ho + Ahl, AG1 =-2. M M |' Ahl = M '

0 C8 M J ¢252 + 2cZdMSM

and 8 = [51 5 2 L 8M] T represents the vector of errors in the relative time delay
measurements, which is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with

covariance matrix Q = E _58r }. For future reference, it is worthwhile to note that /_dl 1

can be rewritten as

All1= 2cR8 + c28 05,

where R = diag(rl,r2,K ,rM) , rl.= cdi, for i = 1,2,K ,M, and

8o8=I82 52 L 8_lr represents the Hadamard product ofthe vector S with itself.

The estimate (_,)3) of (xo,Yo) is computed recursively in three stages. In stage 1, a

weighted least squares approach is used to find an estimate of u 0 = Ix 0 Yo roy,
which is given by
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I_1 =|( " \-"_WIG1)IG_Wlhl, (4)

where the weighting matrix W 1 is chosen as an approximation to the matrix

Wo=[E_AhI-AGluo)(Ah1-AG,uo)T_ -1. Since the statistical properties of the

solution given by Equation (4) are relatively insensitive to small variations in the choice
of the weighting matrix, we will make the simplifying assumption that W 1 = Wo

throughout the remainder of the statistical analysis. In practice, the matrix W1 is an

estimate of Wo based on the observed data, but the error in the derived statistical
properties introduced by this assumption is insignificant in comparison to the other
simplifying assumptions made in the analysis.

Letting fil = Uo + AUl, Equation (4) gives

(G0 + AGy Wl (Go + AG)(u0 + AUl)= (G0 + AGy Wl (h0 + Ah).

This expression can be solved for an approximation to An1 by expanding, simplifying,

and dropping terms involving powers of the vector 5 greater than two. Proceeding in this
manner and recalling that G0u 0 = ho and W 1= W0 , we get

T -1

AU 1 = [GoTWoGo + AG1TW0G0 + GTWoAG1 + AG 1W0AG1]

"(Go + AG1)T W0 (/MI, - AGIU0)

T 1

_ (G0 WoG0 _ (G0 + AGI)T Wo (Ahl - AGlUo)

-(<Wooy X<wo o)-'<Wo
Using this result, and assuming that E {5} = 0, we see that an approximation for the bias

in Stage 1 of the algorithm is given by

_tl = E{Anl}

_c2(GorWoGo)-lGorWo _ +4Q(R +roI)WoGo(GorWoGo) -1 (5)M
2

O'M.

-4c2Tr(Wo [Go (G_ roGo_' G_Wo - I](R + roI)Q) (GoTWoGo)-I ,
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whereo_=E_,o_=E_},,o_=E_Procoedinginasimi,arfashioo,
and recalling that W0 = E l-AG1uo)(Ahl-AGlu 0 , we can derive an

approximation for the autocorrelation matrix of Au1. In particular, we get

-1 )
E {AblAUT _ (GoTWoGo) G_WoE _Ahl -Aaluo_/_dla - Aaluo) T j

"WoG0 (GrWoGo) -1 (6)

--(_o_Wo_oy
Note that this implies that the approximation for the covariance matrix of Au1 takes the
form

T 1

which is slightly different than the result presented in [4], where the bias of the estimate
was ignored. Finally, it is straightforward to show that

Wo=[_t___O,uo×___,oo__-_ , _,= _(B1QB1) , (7)

where B 1 = R + r0I. Equations (5) and (6) with W0 given by Equation (7) constitute the
desired statistical properties for Stage 1 of the algorithm.

For the second stage of the algorithm, the possible inconsistency between the estimated

values for (xo,y O) and r0 = _ obtained in the vector fil is resolved by computing

a new estimate of (x2,y 2) based on ill. The approach is again weighted least squares,
and we begin by defining

_=: , _=--.,o,,:/(_,(=_/,_.=--.=-.oo.o--.=-_=L,Xj
L(.1(3))2J

Clearly, the equation

1oG 2 = u 00u 0

is always satisfied, while the associated equation
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(;2)will not generally be satisfied. The estimate U2 of o,Yo is computed as a weighted

least squares solution to Equation (8) given by

T T
fi2 = 2W2G2 G2 W2h2,

where W2 is an estimate of the inverse of the autocorrelation matrix E _h2Ah r _.
%. J

Assuming that the error Au1 in the Stage 1 estimate fil is small, we have

Ah 2 _ 2BaAul,

where B2 = diag(xo,Yo,ro), and it follows from Equation (6) that

_h_4B_.I_O;_B2 _ -'_4"_(GoWo_o)"_
Again, the statistical properties of the estimate fi2 are insensitive to small variations in

(GoTYW2, SO we simply assume for the remaining analysis that W21 = 4B 2 WoG0 B2 .

Finally, letting

_ 0 + AU 2'

fi2- y2

it follows that

rxo ,-,,, Fxol
A.2: a2-[ygj: [G=W2Gz)G2W2h2- kyo_j

_G 2 x2 "_ T -1

-1T T

_ 2 (G2 W2G2) G2 WzBzAu,

T -1 T -1 -1

_,2(G2B2GoWoGoB2G2 ) T -1 TG2 B2 Go WoGoAUl •

Hence_
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_2--_(A.2}
._ 2(G2rB_I( ,Wo('_oB21G2 G_'B_IGoTWoGoE {Au1}

• 1 -1

2e2{G[Bi GoT_oGoB2 G2) G_B21

_

iOll1oGoTWo 62 + 4QBIWoGo (GoTWoGo_1 (9)M

._

and

Z 2 = E )t_u2/ 2Tfm

: _W_G_)_l (10)
" )-1.

= 4[G2TBi 30rW)GoB21G2

Equations (9) and (10) constitute the desired statistical properties for Stage 2 of the
algorithm.

For the third and final stage of the algorithm, the estimated values of (x2,y 2)obtained in

the vector fi2 are used to obtain a final estimate of (xo,Yo) based on fi2 and fil

combined. The final estimate fi3 of (xo,Yo) is given by

fi3 = Px/-_-3,

where, in this case, "_/1. _" indicates a component-wise square-root operation and

P= diag(sgn[fil(l)_,sgn[fi I 2)1). Assuming that the sign of each coordinate in fil is
correct, it follows that
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Au3 = fi3 I x 1- _ B31Au2
I_Y z

" 1 -1
B31 (C T] |21GI WoGoB _ G2) G2TB21GTWoGoAUl,

where B 3 = diag{xo,Yo}. Hence, the final approximations for the bias vector and

autocorrelation matrix of the algorithm are given by

1.1,3= E {Au3 }

- -1 -1 T -1 T

_IB31|G2T 21GoT'N)Go]]2 G2) G2B2 GoWoGoE{Aul}

c2B31{G_ ,_'GoT WoGoI_2'G2)-' GTB_1

- 5

_o_wo°_/+4Q_,WoGo(<WoGo)V
_4,J

-4_,woEo,G_Wo_o)-'_o'Wo-_lBl_)_11_
= c2B31 (Gg ;2160T B!'IQ-1BIIGoB21G 2)-IG2TB21

._

and
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(12)
4c2B31 (GTB21GoTWoGoB21G2)-1B31

= 4c2B31 T -! T -1 -1 -1 -1 -1(G2B2GoB1Q B1GoB2G2) B31.

The proposed modifications to this algorithm are discussed in the following and final
section of this report.

Proposed Algorithm Modification

In an effort to improve the localization and tracking performance, we propose a simple
modification to Stage 1 of the algorithm described above. We consider a Stage 1 estimate
based upon a weighted total-least-squares solution instead of the weighted least-squares
solution currently used. l In order to describe the proposed new Stage 1 algorithm, we let
Go, G1, h0, and h z be defined as above, but we change the definition of AGs just
slightly. In particular, we let

SM c82

= -2. 21 _522AG1 M M '

LSM1 EM2 C8 M

where {s/j :i,j= 1,2,K M} are independent, identically distributed random variables

with mean zero and variance 2 where 2 _'_2oe, cr_ << rain ,o_,K ,or2 . This is merely a

device for making AG 1 full rank with probability one while still reflecting the fact that

the positions of the sensors {(xl,Yl),(x2,Y2),K ,(xM,YM) } are much more precisely
known than the measured TDOA values.

With this change in mind, we now define the new matrices C'o = [Go Iho],

E l = [(31 h 1] and A1 = [AGl I Ahl ]. Note that Equation (2) can now be rewritten as

Oo[ lo
and Equation (3) can be rewritten as

1For discussions of both total-least-squares solutions and least-squares solutions, see for example [ 11 ].
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_ow,,_t_L_ {_:_,_and_-_{_,_1W_nitis_ai_ht_o_ardtoshowtha_

E R _ 8_I+4e2[Q+RQR-QR-RQ]+2e4QoQ+e 4 or2 -or2 r_22 L rr 2],M

(y2_ M

and

4Mcy 2 0 0 0

0 4Mrr 2 0 0
Y_L "_

0 0 4c2TrQ -4caTr(RQ)

0 0 -4c2Tr(RQ) c2Tr(2RQR+ 3c2QoQ"

We seek a matrix _, and an estimate fil of u 0 such that the equation

(G1-A___]=O (13)

is satisfied, and the matrix A has minimum possible norm of the form

To find fil and A, we first factor EL and Y'Rusing the Cholesky decomposition to get

X_ = WLWLT and Z_ = WRWT and note that Equation (13) can be rewritten as

WRT (G1 - _)WLWL1 [__1 = 0 ,

or equivalently

((_1 - _t/o= 0, (14)

where
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W T WL,
-1 Ul

fl/o: -1 "

Now to solve Equation (13), we look first for A and fi that satisfy Equation (14) such
that A has minimum possible Froebinius norm, which is given by

The desired solution for Equation (14), which is well known [11], is derived as follows.

Let the singular value decomposition of (_ be given by

= UDV v ,

where the columns of V are the orthonormal eigenvectors of (_:v_. Let Vmin be the

column of V corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue _'min of (_T_. The desired
solution to Equation (14) is given by

~ T
A = _N/'_minVminVmin, 1_o::_Vmin,

where a is chosen such that

or equivalently,

Hence, _ is the negative of the inverse of the last component of the vector WLVmin, and

the vector fil is the desired Stage 1 solution to Equation (13). Stage 2 and Stage 3 of the

new algorithm are identical to the original Stage 2 and Stage 3.
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Appendix

In this Appendix, we derive the bias and mean-squared-error (MSE) for the current
weighted-least-squares TDOA algorithm for a simple far-field example. In particular, we

max (max _x., Yi ,cdi }). Then, from Equation (11), welet M = 4, Q = O'2I, and r0 >> 1_<i<4"- /! t[[ ]
get

2 2 -1 T -1 T -2 -1 -1 T -1
_3 = C C_ B 3 (G 2 B 2 G 0 B 1 GoB 2 G 2 ) G 2 B 2

(Fll _o.'_

G_'B12/]1[ + 4BltGo (G_'B12Go )-l ]0 I I

[[l j L'J)

1 r 1 -I 0

r-_Go + 4roGo (GTGo
_ 2 -, _ -1 _ -1 _ _ -1

_c c_ ,0B3 (G2B 2 GoGoB 2 G2) GzB 2

_0 \ \

/ [11I°] OllO2 2 -1 r -1 r -1 -I T -! 11+4r o 0 -4r o(3 4)=C _ B3 (G2B 2 G 0GOB2 G2) G2B 2 GoT
1

1

1=Sc2_2BaI(G_B21GoTGoB21G2)-IG2TB21 IZxi _yi ___cdi] +8ro
kLi=l i=1 i=1

I(G B?Go GoB?GfG B?
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Continuing to simplify this, we get

llr° °°01- - rox0 0 ,

r°x°Y° 0 xoYo

[ royox, roYOX2rOYox3roYoX3]
B21GoT_ l / r°x°Yl r°x°Y2 r°x°Y3 r°x°Y4 /'

r°x°Y° LxoYoed1 xoYocd2 xoYoed3 xoYoed 4 J

GT_-t__T _ 1
2 **2 "J0

roxoYo

.[yo(roxl+XoCdl) Yo(roX2+xocd2) Yo(roX3+xocd3) yo(rox4+xocd4)l
kXo(royl + yocdl) Xo(roY2 + yocd2) Xo(roY3+ Yocd3) Xo(roY4 + Yocd4)]'

G2rB21GTGoB21G 2 _ 1222
roxoYo

' 4 4 "

Y_ _ (roxi + xocdi Y xoYoZ (roxi + xocdi )(roYi + Yocdi )

i=1 i=1

4 4

xoYoZ (rOxi+ xocdi )(roYi + Yocdi ) x2 Z (roYi + yocdi
i=I i=l

-'
rg

"X24f "X2 [ 4( ( + YOcd i)]2

xo _ i Yo | + Xo cdi]i(xi - Z xi Yi+--cdil _.[Yi +-cdil
i=1 ro ) i=1 \ r0 "I i=t [" r0 ": ro )

2 4 2 4

--5-2/YiX°( +7+4/yo"_ x°Y° 2 (roxi + xocdi Xroyi + Yocdi )ro _=tk o ) ro2 i=t

4 2 '

XoYo Z (rOxi + xogdiXroYi + Yocdi) 7 Z|y24 (xt.+ Xo cdiqrg i=1 0 i=1 \ rO ]

GTB21 = gLlj
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1

, Xo , • yo _ Xo .) (
+ YOcdi )Z/xi+-c,_ij Zty;+-_,_i/ - Z x,

Xo4(" yo ,_2 4
-:-Llyi+-_cdil - Y°_(ro_+_o_di)(roy_+YoCd,
,o i=1_ ro / ro i=l

4 2 4

YO _f xi + XO cdi_ XO- "S-- Z (roXi + xocdi XrOY i + Yocdi )
ro _=1_ ro J 'o _=1

Now, let x o = ro cos0, Yo = rosin0,

=[x,+_d,00_0x2+_d2coco x_+_a__0_0x4+_d4co_O]_,
_/o=[Yl + Cdl sin0 Y2 + cd2 sin0 Y3 + cd3 sin0 Y4 + cd4 sin0] r ,

<_= II_l_cos_.
Then, putting this all together, it follows that the bias vector for this example is given by

8c%2r0 -II_2cos0 - (_./_sin 0]

,3-_i1_z119_2_i(_l 11_2sin0- (_cos0J

I1_2 cos0- (_sin0

-11_211_2__c0_2,,1l_$2sinO-<_9_oosO
I1_2+I1_2

Similarly, Equation (12) gives
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_3 =4c2_2B31 T -1 T -2 -1 -1 -1(G2B2GoB1 GoB2G2) B3

2 22 -1 T -1 T -1 -1 -1
4c _ roB3(%B2GoGoB2%) B3,

= 4c2cr2rg

4( 24 2 I4 /" 12
ZtXi + XOcdi_ Z(Yi+Y°cdiq - Z xi+ x° "'_( Y°cdi_
i=1" ro J /= 1" ro ) /=l t -_ooCdi)tYi+ro )

- ,_4 ( +Y0 d "_2 42..lYi -T c el -Z(roXi+XoCdi)(roYi+Yocdi)
• _=1\ ro ) i=1

4 4 2

-Z (roxi + xocdi XroYi + yocdi ) (xi + XOcdi "_
i=1 i_=lt ro )

I1_}= (_9}cos_-
4c 2_2rg _j_2 +11_2) 11_42+11_= 11_42+1[9}2

-11#ll:¢/1,2(i-cos ,)<  cos,
I1__+IIN_ I1__+IIN"

Hence, the total MSE is given by

MSE=Tr(Z3)= 11_211fl2O_cos2,),
which completes the example.
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